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Abstract  

We propose a general framework in which to study belief change. We begin by defining belief in 
terms of knowledge and plausibility: an agent believes ~o if he knows that ~p is true in all the worlds he 
considers most plausible. We then consider some properties defining the interaction between knowledge 
and plausibility, and show how these properties affect the properties of belief. In particular, we show 
that by assuming two of the most natural properties, belief becomes a KD45 operator. Finally, we 
add time to the picture. This gives us a framework in which we can talk about knowledge, plausibility 
(and hence belief), and time, which extends the framework of Halpern and Fagin [HF89] for modeling 
knowledge in multi-agent systems. We show that our framework is quite expressive and lets us model 
in a natural way a number of different scenarios for belief change. For example, we show how we can 
capture an analogue to prior probabilities, which can be updated by "conditioning". In a related paper, 
we show how the two best studied scenarios, belief revision and belief update, fit into the framework. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The study of belief change has been an active area in philosophy and in artificial intelligence [G£r88, 
KM91] and, more recently, in game theory [Bic88, Sta92]. The focus of this research is to unders tand  how 
an agent should revise his beliefs as a result of getting new information. In the literature, two instances 
of this general phenomenon have been studied in detail: Belie] revision [AGM85, G~r88] a t t empts  to 
describe how an agent should accommodate  a new belief (possibly inconsistent with his o ther  beliefs) 
about a static world. Belie] update [KM91], on the other  hand, a t tempts  to describe how an agent should 
change his beliefs as a result of learning about  a change in the world. Belief revision and belief update 
describe only two of the many scenarios in which beliefs change. Our  goal is to construct  a framework to 
reason about  belief change in general. This paper describes the details of tha t  framework. In a companion 
paper [FH93a] we consider the special cases of belief revision and update  in more detail. 

Perhaps the most straightforward approach to belief change is to simply represent an agent 's  beliefs 
as a closed set of formulas in some language and then put  constraints on how the beliefs can change. 
This is essentially the approach taken in [AGM85, G/ir88]; as these papers show, much can be done with 
this framework. The main problem with this approach is that  it does not provide a good semantics for 
belief. As we hope to show in this paper  and in [FH93a], such a semantics can give us a much deeper 
understanding of how and why beliefs change. 

One standard approach to giving semantics to belief is to put  a plausibility ordering on a set of 
worlds (intuitively, the worlds the agent considers possible). Using plausibility orderings, we can interpret 
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statements such as "it typically does not rain in San Francisco in the summer". Roughly speaking, a 
statement such as "~ typically implies ~p" is true at a given world if ~ is true in the most plausible worlds 
where ~ is true. Various authors [Spo87, KM91, Bou92] have then interpreted "the agent believes ~" as 
"~ is true in the most plausible worlds that the agent considers possible". Under this interpretation, the 
agent believes ~p if tr'~e typically implies ¢p.1 

By modeling beliefs in this way, there is an assumption that the ordering is part of the agent's 
epistemic state. (This assumption is actually made explicitly in [KLM90, Bou92].) This implies that 
the ordering is s~bjective, that is, it describes the agent's estimate of what the plausible states are. 
But actually, an even stronger assumption is being made: namely, that the agent's epistemic state is 
characterized by a single plausibility ordering. We feel this latter assumption makes the models less 
expressive than they need to be. In particular, they cannot represent a situation where the agent is not 
sure about what is plausible, such as "Alice does not know that it typically does not rain in San Francisco 
in the summer". To do this, we need to allow Alice to consider several orderings possible; in some it 
typically does not rain and in others it typically does. 2 As we shall see, this extra expressive power is 
necessary to capture some interesting scenarios of belief change. 

To capture such situations, in addition to plausibility orderings, we add a standard accessibility 
relation to represent knowledge. Once we have knowledge in the picture, we define belief by saying that 
an agent believes qo if she knows that cp is typically true. That is, according to all the orderings she 
considers possible, qa is true in the most plausible worlds. Notice that in the special case where the agent 
considers only one ordering possible, our definition of belief is equivalent to the definition of belief as 
truth in the most plausible worlds. 

The properties of belief depend on how the plausibility ordering interacts with the accessibility relation 
that defines knowledge. We study these interactions, keeping in mind the interpretation of plausibility in 
terms of qualitative probability [Pea89]. In view of this interpretation, it is perhaps not surprising that 
m a w  of the issues studied by Fagin and Halpern [FH88] when considering the interaction of knowledge 
and probability also arise in our framework. There are, however, a number of new issues that arise in 
our framework due to the interaction between knowledge and belief. As we shall see, if we take what 
are perhaps the most natural restrictions on this interaction, our notion of belief is characterized by the 
axioms of the modal logic KD45 (where an agent has complete introspective knowledge about her beliefs, 
but may have false beliefs). Moreover, the interaction between knowledge and belief satisfies the standard 
properties considered by Kraus and Lehmann [KL88]. Although our major goal is not an abstract study 
of the properties of knowledge and belief, we view the fact that  we have a concrete interpretation under 
which these properties can be studied to be an important side-benefit of our approach. 

Having a notion of belief is not enough in order to study belief change. We want a framework that  
captures the beliefs of the agent before and after the change. This is achieved by introducing time 
explicitly into the framework. The resulting framework is an extension of the framework of [HF89] for 
modeling knowledge in multi-agent systems, and allows to to talk about knowledge, plausibility (and 
hence belief), and time. 

As we show by example, with knowledge, plausibility and time represented explicitly in the framework 
we have a powerful and expressive framework for capturing belief change. One important feature of our 
approach is that it gives us the tools to study how plausibility changes over time. We focus here on 
one particular way this can happen, which is an analogue to the Bayesian approach of updating prior 

1The technique of putting an ordering on worlds has also been used to model counterfactuals, conditionals and non- 
monotonic inference [Lew73, Sho87, KLM90, Pea89]. We focus here on its application to modeling belief. 

2In fact, this issue is discussed by Boutilier [Bou92], although his framework does not allow him to represent such a 
situation. 
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probabilities by conditioning. In this process the plausibility ordering before the change dictates the 
plausibility ordering after the change. Thus, the prior encodes all the plausibility orderings that  can 
arise in the system. As we show, many situations previously studied in the literature, such as diagnostic 
reasoning [Kle90] and the prisoner's dilemma from game theory, can be easily captured by using such 

prior plausibilities. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the syntax and semantics 

of the standard approach to modeling knowledge using Kripke structures and show how plausibility can 
be added to the framework. Much of our technical discussion of axiomatizations and decision procedures 
is closely related to that  of [FH88]. In Section 3, we present our full framework which adds plausibility 
to the framework of [HF89] for modeling knowledge (and time) in multi-agent systems. In Section 4 
we introduce prior plausibilities and show how they can be used. We conclude in Section 5 with some 
discussion of the general approach. In Appendix A we provide complete axiomatizations for a number of 
variants of the logic of knowledge and plausibility. In Appendix B, we examine the relationships between 
ranked plausibility orderings, which assume a total ordering on the set of worlds, and various probabilistic 
approaches to dealing with the problem of conditioning on events of measure 0. 

2 Knowledge and plausibility 

In this section, we briefly review the standard models for knowledge, describe a notion of plausibility, 
and then show how to combine the two notions. Finally, we compare the derived notion of belief with 

previous works on the subject. 

2.1 T h e  logic o f  knowledge 

The syntax for the logic of knowledge is simple: we start with primitive propositions and close off under 
conjunction, negation, and the modal  operators K 1 , . . . ,  Kn. A formula such as KiT is read "agent i 
knows ~". We denote the resulting language as Eg .  

The semantics for this language is given by means of Kripke structures. A Kripke structure for 
knowledge is a tuple (W, 7r, JC1,... ,  Jgn), where W is the set of worlds that  can be thought  of as distinct 
situations, or different ways that  the world can be, 7r(w) is a t ru th  assignment for primitive propositions 
in each world w E W, and JCi are equivalence relations among worlds. 3 For convenience, we define 

ICi (w)  = {w' I (w, w') e Ici}. 
We now assign t ruth  values to formulas at each world in the structure. We write (M, w) ~ ~ if the 

formula ~ is true at a world w in the Kripke structure M. 

, (M,w) 

® ( M , w )  

* (M,w) 

. ( M , w )  

p for primitive proposition p if ~(w)(p) = true. 

~ if not (M, w) ~ ~. 

~ A ¢ i f ( M , w )  ~ a n d ( M , w )  ~ ¢ .  

Kip if for all w' e JQ(w), (M, w') ~ ~. 

The last clause captures the intuition that  ~ is known exactly when it is t rue in all possible worlds. 

Let .M K be the class of Kripke structures described. We say that  ~ E 12 K is valid in some M E j~/,[K 
if for all w, (M, w) ~ ~p. We say that  ¢p E EK is valid in .M K if it is valid in all models M E .M K. 

3In general, we may not want to require the K:i's to be equivalence relations. We focus on this case here, since it is of 
most interest to us. Many of our technical results have natural analogues for other assumptions on the ~ relations. 
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We say that  p is satisfiable in AA g if there is a model M E .A4 K and w, such that  (M, w) ~ ~. It is 
well known (see, for example, [ttM92]) that  the valid formulas in £K over Ad K are characterized by the 

modal logic $5 (which is defined formally in Section 2.4). 

2.2 P l a u s i b i l i t y  s p a c e s  

We want to extend the logic of knowledge by adding plausibility. To do this, we must  first introduce 
plausibility spaces, which can be viewed as a qualitative analogue of probabili ty spaces [Pea89]. For 
now, we discuss these s t ructures  in the abstract;  in the next section, we combine them with knowledge. 
A plausibility space describes a qualitative measure of plausibility over some set of alternatives (one 
can think of thern as possible worlds). This measure is qualitative in the sense tha t  it compares the 
plausibility of alternatives but  does not provide an exact degree of plausibility. Formally, a plausibility 
space is a pair (f2, 2J), where f~ is a set and ~ is a pre-order on ft, tha t  is, a reflexive and transitive 
relation over ~2. As usual, we write s ~ a' if s _~ s' and it is not the case that  s' ~ s. Intuitively, 8 ~ s' 

if s is strictly more plausible than  sl. 4 

Given two subsets S and T of f~ (which we can think of as representing events), we would like to 
define S-+T to hold in (f~, ~)  if T is plausible, given S. Intuitively, we want S-+T to hold if all the 
minimal points (with respect to ~)  of S are in T. Unfortunately,  if S is infinite it may not have any 
minimal points. We do not necessarily want S-~.T to hold if S has no minimal points (since this would 
give -+ some propert ies not in accord with our intuitions). Thus, we follow the s tandard  technique 
[Lew73, Bur81] of saying that  a plausibility s t ructure  (fl, _~) satisfies S-+T  if for every point s E S there 
is a p o i n t  t E T N S  such tha t  t ~ s, and there is no point u_~ t s u c h  that  u E S - T .  Note tha t  if 
S has no infinite descending chain ( that  is, if there is no sequence of points sl ,  s2 , s3 , . . ,  in S such tha t  
. . .  sa ~ s2 --< Sl) then  this definition reduces to saying tha t  the minimal points of S are in T: 

As noted above, plausibility spaces can be viewed as a qualitative analogue of probability spaces (see 
[Pea89, Gef92]). The  intuition is that  sl ~ s2 holds if sl is much more probable than s2; and that  S.--+T 
holds whenever P r (TIS  ) has high probability. A naive way of capturing this intuition is by fixing a small 
c and defining sl ~ s2 to hold if P r ( s 2 ) / P r ( s l )  _< e. The problem is that ,  with this definition, we can 
easily construct  examples where S.-.+T holds, and yet P r (TIS  ) can be arbi trari ly small. The  s tandard  
way to overcome this problem [Pea89] is to consider, not one e, but  a sequence of e's converging to 0. 
More formally, consider a family {Prc : c > 0} of probability distributions on f~, parameter ized by e. We 
then define sl < s2 to hold if l i m ~ 0  Pr~(s2) /Pr~(s l )  = 0. It is easy to see tha t  with this definition, if 
f~ is finite, we have that  S---~T holds if and only if lime_j0 Pre(TIS) = 1. Thus, we can think of S----~T 
as saying tha t  the  probability of T given S is arbitrarily close to, but  not  necessarily equal to, 1. We 
remark tha t  it can be shown that  any plausibility ordering on a finite space ~ can be characterized in 
this way. Tha t  is, given 2~, we can choose a family of probability distributions parameter ized by e, such 

that  l i m ~ 0  Pro(s2) /Pr~(s l )  = 0 exactly when sl --< s2. 

Example 2.1: The  circuit diagnosis problem has been well s tudied in the  l i terature (see [DH88] for an 
overview). Consider a circuit that  contains n logical components  c l , . . . ,  can. Our target  is to construct  
a plausibility ordering over the  possible failures of the circuit. A ,failure is taken to be a set of faulty 
components.  We assume that  failures of individual components are independent  of one another.  If we 
also assume tha t  the probabili ty of each component  failing is the  same, we can construct  a plausibility 
ordering as follows: Let e be the probabili ty that  a single component  fails. Then  the probabili ty of 

4We tbllow the standard notion for plausibility [Lew73, KLM90, Pea89], which uses the (perhaps confusing) convention 
of placing tile more plausible event on the left of the ~ operator. 
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a failure f = {Cil,...,Cik} is Pr~(f) = etIl(1 - e)(r~-tfJ). For two failures f l  and  f2, we have tha t  
limE-D0 PrE(fl)/PrE(f2) = 0 if and only if If21 < if: I. Thus,  when the  probabil i ty of componen t  faihn'e 
is small and unknown, it is reasonable to use a plausibility ordering tha t  compares  failures by their 

cardinality. 
In some situations it might be unreasonable to assume that  all componen ts  have the same prob- 

ability of failure. Thus, we might assume tha t  for each componen t  ci there is a probabi l i ty  ei of 
failure. If we assume independence, then  given /" = ( q , . . . , e n ) ,  the  probabil i ty of a failure f is 
Pr~.(f) = Hc~eiei IIc~¢l(1 - el). If we examine the probabilities as the  different ei get smaller we no- 
tice that  lim~.~0 Pr~.(J:) /Pr:(f2) = 0 if and only if f2 C f l ,  i.e., if f l  contains all the failures in f2 
and more. In this case, since we do not assume any relations among  probabil i ty of failure of different 
components,  it is not possible to compare failures unless one is a subset of the other.  If we in t roduce  
constraints such as e: _< e2 (i.e., Cl is more reliable t han  c2), then we can cons t ruc t  more  informative 

plausibility orderings. | 

Given a probability space # on ft and a subset S of f~ such tha t  p (S)  ¢: 0, we can define the  
conditional probability measure #Is on S in the s tandard  way. Given a plausibility space P = (f~, _~), 
we want to similarly define a conditional plausibility space Pls  = (S, _~s). We do this by taking _~s to 
be the restriction of ~ to S. Thus,  if Sl,S2 E S, then  s:  ~ s  s2 if and  only if Sl ~ s2. This  not ion of 
conditionalization is closely tied with tha t  of conditionalization in probability: Assume tha t  P = (ft, ~)  
corresponds (in the manner  described above) to the family {Pr~}. Then,  it is not hard  to verify tha t  PIs 
corresponds to the family {Pre Is}. 

In the literature a special class of plausibility spaces received special a t tent ion.  A plausibil i ty space 
is ranked if _~ is a total pre-order, i.e., for any Sl,S2 C ft either sl  ~ s2 or s2 ~ s: .  It is known 
[GMP93] that  P is ranked if and only if it corresponds to a family {PrE} such tha t  for any S and T 
the limit lime_-,0 Pre(TIS ) is defined. Ranked plausibility spaces are closer in spirit to probabil i ty spaces 
than arbitrary plausibility spaces since they correspond to a linear ordering on events. In Append ix  B 
we examine the relationship between ranked plausibility spaces and a number  of other  probabilist ic 
approaches to dealing with the problem of conditioning on events of measure  0, including nons t anda rd  
probability functions that  can assign infinitesimal values [LM92], Popper  functions [Fra76], and  the 
lexicographic probabilities approach of Blume, Brandenburger ,  and Dekel [BBD91]. 

2.3 C o m b i n i n g  k n o w l e d g e  a n d  p l a u s i b i l i t y  

We now define a logic that  combines knowledge and plausibility. Let £KP be the language obta ined  by 
starting with primitive propositions, and closing off under  conjunct ion,  negation,  and  the operators  Ki 
and -~ i ,  i : 1 , . . . ,  n. Note that  we have a different plausibility opera tor  for each agent. We read ~'-~i ~b 
as "under agent i's plausibility ordering, ~ typically implies ~b". 

We define a (Kripke) structure (for knowledge and plausibility) to  be a tuple  (W, 7r , /C: , . . . , /Cn,  T') 
where W, 7r and/Ci  are just  a s  in Kripke s tructures for knowledge, while ~P is a funct ion tha t  assigns 
a plausibility space to each agent at each world. Intuitively, the s t ruc ture  7~(w,i) = (f~(w,i), _~(w,i)) 
captures agent i's plausibility ordering in the world w. For now we allow f~(w,i) to be an arbi t rary  subset  
of W. We discuss some possible restrictions on f~(w,i) below. It is reasonable to ask at this point  where 
the plausibility spaces ~(w,  i) are coming from, and why we need a different one for each agent at each 
world? The answer to this question depends  very much  on the  in tended application.  We defer fur ther  
discussion of this issue until later. 

We can now give semantics to formulas in ~KP in Kripke s t ructures  for knowledge and plausibility. 
The only new feature to deal with are formulas of the form cp--.~i g,. Intuitively, this is t rue at a world 
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w if '@ is true at all the most plausible p-worlds in ff~(.~,i)- Given a world w and a formula p, define 
S(,~,~) = {w' C f~(.w,~) I (M, w') ~ p}; this is the set of worlds in f~(,~,~) where ~ is true. We then define 

(M, w) ~ ~-+i  ~P if S ~ --+~'P (w,i) ~'(w,i) holds in "P(w,i). 

We say that  an agent believes ~ if he knows that  ~ is true in the most plausible worlds. Thus, we 
define Big,  read ~%gent i believes ~", as an abbreviation for Ki(true-+i ~). This definition matches the 
intuition since, at world w, we have that true-+i ~ holds only if p is true at the most plausible worlds 
according to 79(w, i). 

The following example illustrates some of the expressive power of this language. 

E x a m p l e  2.2: Consider an agent that  performs diagnosis of an electrical circuit. The agent can set 
the values of input  lines of the circuit and observe the output  values. The  agent then compares the 
actual output  values to the expected output  values and a t tempts  to locate faulty components.  We 
model the situation as follows. Each possible world w is composed of two parts: fault(w), the set of 
faulty components in w, and obs(w), the input-output  relation the agent has observed. We consider only 
worlds where the test results are consistent with the set of faulty components.  The agent knows which 
test he performed and tile results he observed. Therefore, we have (w,w') 6 K1 if obs(w) = obs(w'). 
Assuming that there is always more than one explanation for the observed faulty behavior (as is typically 
the case), the agent can never know exactly which components are faulty, but  he may have beliefs on 
that score. 

Using the plausibility orderings described in Example 2.1 we can construct two possible structures 
M1 and M2. In both  structures we set D(w,1 ) = Kl(W). We define _~ in M1 so that  Wl ~-(w,1) w2 if 
Ifault(Wl)l < Ifault(w2)l and in M2 so that  w l  -~(w,1) W2 if fault(w1) C_ fault(w2). It is easy to see 
that, in both structures, if the test results correspond to the predicted results, then the agent believes 
that the circuit is faultless. If the agent detects an error, he believes that  it is caused by one of the 
minimal explanations of his observations, where the notion of minimality differs in the two structures. 
It is interesting to note that  this description captures, albeit somewhat simplistically, the assumptions 
made in model-based diagnostics. In particular, M1 captures the assumptions made in [Kle90], while M2 
captures the assumptions made in [Rei87]. | 

Kripke structures for knowledge and plausibility are quite similar to the Kripke structures for knowl- 
edge and probability introduced in [FH88]. The only difference is that  in Kripke structures for knowledge 
and probability, P(w, i) is a probability space rather than a plausibility space. In [FH88], various natural  
restrictions on the interactions between the probability spaces 'P(w, i) and the accessibility relations Ki 
are investigated. Here we similarly investigate restrictions on the interaction between the plausibility 
spaces and the accessibility relations. Not surprisingly, some of these conditions are exact analogues to 
conditions investigated in [FH88]. We also examine some conditions on plausibility ordering without re- 
gard to the knowledge. Such conditions were described before in [Lew73] and other works on conditionals. 
For consistency, we use a naming scheme similar to those used in [Lew73] and [FH88]. 

f~(w,i) consists of all worlds to which agent i assigns some degree of plausibility in world w. We would 
not expect the agent to place a positive probability on worlds that  he considers impossible. Similarly, 
he would not want to consider as plausible (even remotely) a world he knows to be impossible. This 
intuition leads us to the following condition, called CONS for consistency (following [FH88]): 

CONS: For all worlds w, f~(w,i) C ~i(w). 5 

5We remark that; C O N S  is inappropr ia te  if we use -+ to model,  not plausibility, but  counter tac tua l  condit ions,  as is done 
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A consequence of assuming CONS is a stronger connection between knowledge and belief. Since 
CONS implies that  the most plausible worlds are in ~i(w), it follows that  if the agent knows ~ he also 

believes (p. (Indeed, as we shall see, this condition characterizes CONS.) 

While CONS ensures that  the agent does not assign plausibility to impossible situations, We may also 
want the agent to consider some worlds as plausible. Otherwise, the agent does not have most plausible 
worlds and this amount  to saying that  the agent does not believe that  any world is the real world. We 

call this condition NORM for normality (following [Lew73]): 

NORM: For all worlds w, ~(w,i) 7 ~ q}. 

We can strengthen this condition somewhat to one that  says that the agent always considers the real 
world possible. We call this condition REF for reflexiveness (following [Lew73]): 

REF: For all worlds w, w E f~(w,i). 

As we said in the introduction, many previous works using conditionals assumed (implicitly or explic- 
itly) that  the agent considers only one plausibility ordering possible. This is captured by an assumption 
called SDP (following [FH88]) for state determined plausibilities: 

SDP:  For all w and w', if (w,w') E 1Q then 7~(w,i) = ~(w' , i ) .  

It is easy to see that SDP implies that  an agent knows his plausibility ordering. In particular, as we shall 
see, under SDP, we have that  ~-+i  ¢ implies Ki (~'~i  ¢). 

It is easy to verify that the structures described in Example 2.2 satisfy CONS, REF, and SDP. As 
mentioned in the introduction, SDP is not appropriate in all situations; at times we may want to allow 
the agent to consider possible several plausibility orderings. To capture this, we need to generalize SDP. 
The following example might help motivate the formal definition. 

Example 2.3: This is a variation on the Liar's Paradox. On a small Pacific island there are two tribes, 
the Rightfeet and the Leftfeet. The Rightfeet are known to usually tell the t ruth,  while the Leftfeet are 
known to usually lie. Alice is a visitor to the island. She encounters a native, Bob, and discusses with 
him various aspects of life on the island. Now, Alice does not know what tribe Bob is in. Thus, she 
considers it possible that  both Bob is a Rightfoot and that  he is a Leftfoot. In the first case, she should 
believe what he tells her and in the second she should be skeptical. 

Thus, we can imagine Alice's worlds partit ioned into two sets according to Bob's tribe. Alice has 
a plausibility orderings on the set WR of worlds she considers possible where Bob is a Rightfoot and 
another on the set WL of worlds she considers possible where Bob is a Leftfoot. For each w ~ E Wj, 
j E {L, R}, ~(w',Alice) = Wj and for each w" E Wj, P(w ~, Alice) = P(w", Alice). In such a structure, 
the formula -nKAlic e~ (tell(~p) -+Alice ~qP) A -~KAlic e--l(tell(~)--+Alice q~) is satisfiable. On the ot her hand, 
in structures satisfying SDP this formula is satisfiable only when tell(w) is false in all the worlds Alice 
considers plausible. | 

While this example may seem contrived, in many situations it is possible to extract parameters  such 
as Leftfoot and Rightfoot that  determine which conditional statements are true. If the agent does not 

by Lewis [Lew73]. If CONS holds, then it is easy to see that  KiT ~ K~(-~T--~ ¢) is valid, for all ~. That  is, if agent i kaows 
~, then he knows that in the most plausible worlds where - ~  is true, ~ is vacuously true, because there are no plausible 
worlds where -~p is true. On the other hand, under the counterfactual reading, it makes perfect sense to say "I know the 
match is dry, but it is not the ease that if it were wet, then it would light if it were struck." 
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know the value of these parameters,  she will not necessarily know which conditionals are true at a given 
world (as was the case in the example above). 

This example motivates the condition called uniformity in [FH88]. 

U N I F :  For all w, if w' E ft(w,i) then P(w, i )  = P(w', @6 

Note that  SDP and CONS together imply UNIF. If both UNIF and CONS hold, then we can parti t ion 
~i(w) into disjoint clusters, each of which is a separate plausibility space, as in the example above. 

When we model  uncertainty about the relative plausibility of different worlds this way it is reasonable 
to demand that  any specific plausibility structure can compare all possible worlds, i.e., it is ranked. The 
RANK assumption is: 

R A N K :  For all w and i, "P(w, i) is ranked. 

While ranked orders are quite natural, they have often been rejected as being too inexpressive [Gin86]. 
The s tandard argument  for partial orders is as follows: In general, an agent may not be able to determine 
the relative plausibility of a and b. If the plausibility ordering is ranked, the agent is forced to make this 
determination; with a partial order, he is not. This argument loses much of its force in our framework, 
once we combine knowledge and plausibility. As we said above, the agent's ignorance can be modeled 
by allowing him to consider (at least) two total orders possible, one in which a is more plausible than 
b, and one in which b is more plausible that  a. The agent then believes neither that  a is more plausible 
than b nor that  b is more plausible than a. 

2.4 K n o w l e d g e  a n d  be l i e f  

How reasonable is the notion of belief we have defined? In this section, we briefly compare it to other 
notions considered in the literature; we provide more details in the full paper. 

Let/2 B be the language where the only modal operators are B i , . . . ,  Bn, and let £KB be the language 
where we have K 1 , . . . , K n  and B 1 , . . . , B , ,  (but no --+i operators). Let AJ be the set of all Kripke 
structures for knowledge and plausibility as defined in the previous section, and let .M c°NS (resp. 
/L4 C°Ns'N°RM) be the structures satisfying CONS (resp. CONS and NORM). 

Work on belief and knowledge in the literature [Hin62, Lev84, HM92] has focused on the modal  
systems $5, KD45, D45, and K. We briefly describe these systems here; more details can be found in, 
for example [Che80, HM92]. The system $5 is composed of the following axioms K1-K5 and rules RK1 
and RK2: 

K1.  All subst i tut ion instances of propositional tautologies 

K2. KiW A Ki(w ~ ~,) =v K i ¢  

K4.  

K5.  

R K 1 .  From ¢p and ¢p ~ ¢ infer ¢ 

R K 2 .  From cp infer Kicp 

6Note that  this condition is not the same as uniformity as defined in [Lew73]; rather, it corresponds in the Lewis 

terminology to absoluteness. 
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The system KD45 for belief consists of axioms B1-B5 and rules of inference RB1 and RB2. We obtain 
all but B3 by replacing the Ki in the description of $5 above by Bi. The axiom B3 is a weakening of K3: 

B3. ~Bi.false 

By dropping B3 we get the  system K45; if, in addition, we drop B4 and B5, we get the system known as 

K. 

When restricting our at tent ion to E B, the modal  system K precisely characterizes the valid formulas 
of £B in the class .M. However, in the literature, belief has typically been taken to be characterized by 
the modal  system K45 or KD45, not K. We get K45 by restricting to models that  satisfy CONS, and 
KD45 by further restricting to models that  satisfy NORM. Thus, the two requirements that  are most 
natural, at least if we have a probabilistic intuition for plausibility, are already enough to make Bi a 
KD45 operator. 

T h e o r e m  2.4: K (resp., K45, KD45) is a sound and complete axiomatization for £ B with respect to .M 
(resp., .MCONS, .MCONS,NORM ). 

Considering knowledge and belief together, Kraus and Lehmann [KL88] have argued that  the following 
axioms are appropriate: 

K B 1 .  Bi~a =v KiBitz 

K B 2 .  Ki~a ~ Bi~ 

KB1 holds in .M and KB2 is a consequence of CONS. In fact, we have: 

T h e o r e m  2.5: 

(a) The $5 axioms .for the operators Ki, the K axioms .for the operators Bi, together with KB1 gives a 
sound and complete axiomatization for ~KB with respect to .At. 

(b) The $5 axioms .for the operators Ki, the K45 axioms .for the operators Bi, together with KB1 and 
KB2 gives a sound and complete axiomatization .for ~KB with respect to .M e°WS. 

(c) The $5 axioms .for the operators Ki, the KD45 axioms .for the operators Bi, together with KB1 and 
KB2 gives a sound and complete axiomatization .for ~KB with respect to .Meows,NORM. 

As a corollary, we can show that  there is a close relationship between our framework and that  of 
[KL88]. Let K L  be the logic of Kraus and Lehmann: 

C o r o l l a r y  2.6: For any ~ E ~KB, K L  ~ ~ if and only if .MCONS'NORM ~ ~. 

Shoham and Moses [SM89] also view belief as being derived from knowledge. The intuition that  they 
try to capture is that  once the agent makes a defeasible assumption the rest of his beliefs should follow 
from his knowledge. In this sense Shoham and Moses concentrate on the implications of an assumption 
and not on how it was obtained. Indeed, we can even unders tand their notion as saying that  ~ is believed 
if it is known to be true in the most plausible worlds. But for them, plausibility is not defined by an 
ordering. Rather,  it is defined in terms of a formula, which can be thought  of as characterizing the 

Ot most plausible worlds. More formally, for a fixed formula a, they define B i ~p to be an abbreviation for 
Ki(cr ~ ~).7 

7Shoham and Moses also examine two variants of this definition. 
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We can show the connection in a formal manner. Suppose we assume that there are only finitely 
many primitive propositions, and we restrict attention to propositional structures, ones in which there 
is at most one world satisfying a given truth assignment to the primitive propositions. We say that a 
propositional fbrmula (.t characterizes a set W ~ of worlds in a propositional structure if it is equivalent to 
the disjunction of the truth assignments at these worlds. Thus, if c~ characterizes W t, then (M, w) ~ c~ 

if and only if w ~ W ~. 

L e m m a  2.7: Let M be a propositional Kripke structure of knowledge and plausibility satiffying CONS 
and SDP. Giw~n w and i, suppose (~ characterizes the most plausible worlds in 7)(w,i). Then (M,w)  
Big if and only ~f (M, w) ~ B~9~. 

Voorbraak [Voo92] distinguishes two notions of knowledge: objective and true justified belief. He then 
studies tile interaction of both notions of knowledge with beliefs. The intuition we assign to knowledge is 
similar to his notion of objective knowledge. However, Voorbraak objects to the axiom Kip  =v Bi~, and 
suggests t3i~ ~ t~ilKi99. The difference lies in the interpretation of belief. Voorbraak's notion of belief is 
stronger than ours. His view is that the agent cannot distinguish what he believes from what he knows 
(indeed, he believes that what he believes is the same as what he knows). Our notion of belief is weaker, 
in that we allow agents to be aware of the defeasibility of their beliefs. 

2.5 A x i o m a t i z i n g  t h e  full language 

Up to now, we have considered just the restricted language £KB. In Appendix A, we present sound and 
complete axiomatization for the full language t~ K P  for each of the classes of structures described above. 

The technical details are much in the spirit of the axiomatizations presented in [FH88] for knowledge 
and probability. Our complete axiomatization for M consists of two "modules": a complete axioma- 
tization for knowledge (i.e., $5) and a complete axiomatization for conditionals (for example, the one 
given by Burgess in [Bur81]). There are no axioms connecting knowledge and plausibility in this case. 
In the other cases, for each of the conditions we consider, we provide an axiom that characterizes it. 
The axioms characterizing NORM, REF, RANK and UNIF are taken from [Lew73] and [Bur81], while 
the axioms for CONS and SDP (and also UNIF) correspond directly to the axioms suggested in [FH88] 
for their probabilistic counterparts. We also provide complete characterizations of the complexity of the 
validity problem for all the logics considered, based on complexity results for knowledge [HM92] and for 

conditionals [FH93b]. 

3 Knowledge and plausibility in multi-agent systems 

Having a good model of knowledge and belief is not enough in order to study how beliefs change. Indeed, 
if we are mainly interested in agents' beliefs, the additional structure of plausibility spaces does not play 
a significant role in a static setting. However, if we introduce an explicit notion of time, we expect the 
plausibility ordering to (partially) determine how the agent changes his beliefs. As we shall see, this 

gives a reasonable notion of belief change. 
A straightforward approach to adding time is by introducing another relation among worlds that  

signifies which worlds temporally follow any given world (see for example [KL88]). We prefer to intro- 
duce more structure into the description by adopting the framework of [HF89] for modeling multi-agent 
systems. This structure gives a natural definition of knowledge and an intuitive way to describe agents' 

interactions with their environment. 
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The key assumption in this framework is that we can characterize the system by describing it in terms 
of a state that  changes over time. This is a powerful and natural way to model systems. Formally, we 
assume that at each point in time, each agent is in some local state. Intuitively, this local state encodes 
the information the agent has observed thus far. In addition, there is also an environment, whose state 
encodes relevant aspects of the system that  are not part  of the agents' local states. 

A global state is a tuple (se, s l , . . . ,  sn) consisting of the environment state Se and the local state si 
of each agent i. A run of the system is a function from time (which, for ease of exposition, we assume 
ranges over the natural numbers) to global states. Thus, if r is a run, then r(0), r (1 ) , . . ,  is a sequence of 
global states that,  roughly speaking, is a complete description of what happens over time in one possible 
execution of the system. We take a system to consist of a set of runs. Intuitively, these runs describe all 
the possible sequences of events that  could occur in a system. 

Given a system 7~, we refer to a pair (r, m) consisting of a run r E 7~ and a time m as a point. If 
r(m) = (se, s l , . . . ,  Sn), we define ri(m) = si, for each component; thus, ri(m) is agent i's local state 
at the point (r, m). We say two points (r, m) and (rl ,m I) are indistinguishable to agent i, and write 
(r,m) "~i (r' ,m'), if ri(m) = r~(m'), i.e., if the agent has the same local state at both  points. Finally, 
we define an interpreted plausibility system to be a tuple (7~, ~, P)  consisting of a s y s t e m / ~  together 
with a mapping ~ that  associates a t ru th  assignment with the primitive propositions at each point and 
a function P such that  P(r ,m,  i) = (~(r,m,i), ~(r,m,i)) is a plausibility space for each point (r, m) and 
agent i. 

An interpreted plausibility system can be viewed as a Kripke structure for knowledge and plausibility: 
the points are the possible worlds, and "~i plays the role of the ~i  relations. P is a function that  maps for 
each agent a point to a plausibility structure over points. We give semantics to sentences in interpreted 
systems just as in Kripke structures. 

We add to the language temporal modalities in the standard fashion (see [HF89]). These include 
O ~  for "Next time step ~ will be true" and ~ U ¢  that  stands for "~ is true until the first t ime that  ¢ 
is true". We call this language ~KPT. Evaluation of temporal  modalities at a point  (r, rn) is done by 
examining the future points on the run r. This framework is clearly a temporal  extension of the logic of 
knowledge and plausibility described in the previous section. 

4 P r i o r  p l a u s i b i l i t i e s  

The formal framework of knowledge and plausibility described in the previous section raises a serious 
problem: While it is easy to see where the "~i relations that  define knowledge come from, the same cannot 
be said for the plausibility spaces P(r, m, i). We now present one possible answer to this question, inspired 
by the view of plausibility as qualitative probability. 

Bayesians assume that  agents start with priors on events. If we were thinking probabilistically, we 
could imagine the agents in a multi-agent system starting with priors on the runs in the system. Since 
a run describes a complete history over time, this means that  the agents are put t ing  a prior probability 
on the sequences of events that  could happen. We would then expect the agent to modify his prior by 
conditioning on whatever information he has learned. This is essentially the approach taken in [HT89] 
to defining how the agents' probability distribution changes in a multi-agent system. 

Here we assume that the agents start with a prior plausibility ordering on runs. In this discussion, 
we assume for simplicity that  we are dealing with synchronous systems. Intuitively, this means that  the 
agents know what the time is. Following [HV89], we model this by assuming (r, rn) ~i (r', m') only if 
m = m'. Notice that by restricting to synchronous systems, if we further assume that  the plausibility 
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ordering P(r ,  m, i) satisfies CONS, we never have to compare the plausibilities of two different points on 
the same run. 

Suppose that agent i's prior plausibility ordering on the runs in the system is Pi = (T4, ~i)- We 
can then define P(r, m, i) = (1Ci(r, m), -~(r,m,i)), where (r', m) -~(r,m,i) (r", m) if and only if r' _~i r" (for 
(r', m), (r", m) C ~i(r, m) ). Notice that P(r, m, i) is the result of projecting Pi onto the points in Ki(r, m) 
in the obvious way. Thus, in a precise sense, P(r, m, i) is obtained from Pi by conditioning on agent i's 
knowledge at (r, m). Clearly P(r, m, i) satisfies CONS, REF, and SDP. If, rather than considering one 
prior on all runs, we partition the runs and have a separate prior on each cell, then P(r, m, i) would 
satisfy UNIF instead of SDP. 

Formally, we say that Z = (~, ~r,'P) satisfies PRIOR if Z is synchronous and for each run r and 
agent i there is a prior plausibility P~,i on some subset of the runs such that P(r,  m, i) is the result of 
projecting "P~,i onto 1¢i (r, m). Notice that PRIOR implies CONS. Furthermore, if ~r,i is independent of 
r, so that agent i's prior is independent of the run he is in, then the resulting system satisfies SDP. If, 
instead, the set of runs can be partitioned into disjoint subsets "Ri, . . . ,  ~k such that tbr r, r ~ E Nj,  we 
have ~Pr,i : P r ' , i ,  then the resulting system satisfies UNIF. 

The conditioning process is especially natural in systems satisfying perfect recall [HV89]. A system 
satisfies prefect recall if the agents' local states encode all the information known in previous states. 
Systems satisfying both perfect recall and synchronicity satisfy a simple technical condition: the set of 
runs considered possible at time m + 1 is a subset of the runs considered possible at time m. In this 
setting, the conditionalization process is a local condition: the plausibility space at (r, m) determines the 
plausibility at (r, m + 1). Moreover, the ordering makes the agent's beliefs as persistent as possible: If 
(r',m) is minimal in 'P(r,m, i), then (r',m') will continue to be minimal in P(r,m' , i )  for m' > m until 
agent i considers r' impossible (i.e., (r', m') ~ Ki(r, m')). 8 

In synchronous systems satisfying PRIOR and perfect recall, the agent can use the plausibility or- 
dering to consider how his belief might change: If his knowledge at the next step is characterized by ~p, 
then ~ will be believed exactly if Ki(O~--~i O ~) holds right now. Note that if we assume SDP and 
that propositions do not change their values along the run, then this reduces to the conditional ~P--~i ¢. 
Interestingly, in several recent papers [Bou92, LS93], this conditional is given semantics similar to ours 

but described as "given evidence ~, ¢ is believed". 
In a precise sense, in systems satisfying CONS, REF, and SDP, we can assume plausibilities are 

generated via priors in this way without loss of generality: We can effectively transform a system satisfying 
CONS, REF, and SDP to another system where the plausibilities are generated by a prior and the same 

formulas are satisfied. 

T h e o r e m  4.1: Let M be a synchronous system satisfying CONS, REF and SDP (resp. UNIF). Then 
there is a system M I satisfying PRIOR, REF and SDP (resp. UNIF) and a mapping f : Tt ~ 7~ ~ such 
that (M, r, m) ~ qo if and only if (M', f(r),  rn) ~ ~. 

By using prior plausibility orderings, we have reduced the question of where the plausibility ordering 
at each point comes from to the simpler question of where the prior comes from. While this question is far 
from trivial, it is analogous to a question that needs to be addressed by anyone using a Bayesian approach. 
Just as with probability theory, in many applications, there is a natural prior (or class of priors) we can 
use. Interestingly, as shown in [FH93a], we can capture belief update [KM91] by considering systems in 
which the agent has a prior that satisfies certain restrictions. Thus, we can understand belief update by 

examining these restrictions. 

SA similar property of persistence also arises in belief revision; see [FH93a] for further discussion. 
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By conditioning on plausibility rather than probability, we can deal with a s tandard problem in the 
Bayesian approach, that  of conditioning on an event of measure 0: Notice that  whenever a prior assigns 
an event a probability measure of 0 it is not possible to condition on that  event. The s tandard solution in 
the Bayesian school is to give every event of interest, no mat ter  how unlikely, a small positive probability. 9 
We may well discover that  a formula W that we believed to be true, i.e., one that  was true in all the most 
plausible worlds, is in fact false. Under the probabilistic interpretation of plausibility, this means that 
we are essentially conditioning on an event (~W) of measure 0. The plausibility approach has no problem 
with this, since the plausibility ordering is still well defined on the worlds that  are less plausible, and the 
conditioning process described above still makes perfect sense. 

We conclude this section by considering several examples that  show how the assumption of prior 
plausibilities can be used to naturally model a number of situations. 

Example 4.2: We extend Example 2.2 to incorporate time, allowing the agent to perform a sequence of 
tests. We assume that the faults are persistent and do not change during the tests. We model this system 
as follows: The agent's state is the sequence of input-output  relations observed. The enviromnent 's  state 
describes the faulty components of the circuit. Each run describes the results of a specific series of tests 
the agent performs. 

The plausibility ordering described in Example 2.2 is now captured as a prior over all runs: W~ define 
r ~1 r' if, for every time m, lre(m)l _< Ir~e(m)l, that  is, the number of faulty components  in ( r ,m) is 
not larger than the number of those in (r ~, m~). At a point (r, m), the agent considers possible all the 
points where he performed the same tests up to time m and observed the same results. As before, the 
agent believes that  the faulty components are one of the minimal explanations of his observations. As 
the agent performs more tests, his knowledge increases and his beliefs might change. This process is very 
similar to the use of Bayesian updating in diagnosis [Kle90]. | 

Example 4.3: Our framework lets us easily capture the process of learning a conditional. Consider Alice 
of Example 2.3. Now, suppose Alice learns that  Bob is a Leftfoot. This does not cause Alice to modify 
any of her orderings. Rather, she conditions on her new knowledge, so that  runs where Bob's s tatements  
are typically true are considered impossible. As a result, Alice gains knowledge about the plausibility 
ordering. We claim that  this simple example fits into neither the framework of belief revision nor belief 
update (both of which essentially assume that  Alice's beliefs at any time are completely characterized 
by a single plausibility ordering). Nevertheless, it is certainly a phenomenon we would like to capture, 
and one that  can be easily captured in our framework. 1° | 

Example 4.4: Prisoner's dilemma is a well-known game where each player can either defect or coop- 
erate. Each player maximizes his payoff by defecting no matter  what the other player does, but the 
utility when both cooperate is higher than when both  defect. More precisely, taking uj to denote player 
j ' s  utility assignment, then ul(c,d) < ul(d, d) < Ul(C, c) < ul(d, c) (where (c, d) denotes the situation 
where player 1 cooperates and player 2 defects, and so on); u2 is symmetric,  i.e., u2(x,y) = ul(y ,x) ,  
so u2(d,c) < u2(d,d) < u2(c,c) < u2(c,d). If we assume that  a rational player is one that  chooses a 
dominating strategy if there is one, then it is clear that  rational players playing a one-shot prisoner's 
dilemma both defect. There is a standard backwards induction argument which seems to show that in 
any finitely-repeated prisoner's dilemma, if rationality is initially common knowledge (so that  the players 

9Of course, this only works if there are only countably many disjoint events of interest. 
1°Such a change was also studied by Boutilier and Goldszmidt in [BG93]. However, since they do not have knowledge m 

their framework, their models are not expressive enough to represent the agent's beliefs. Rather, they have to use a set of 
models (i.e., orderings). 
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both know that the players both know . .. that  each of them is rational), then the players must play the 
unique Nash equilibrium solution, which is to always defect. This seems somewhat paradoxical. How 
do we account for the fact that  rational players do much worse in repeated prisoner's di lemma than  
supposedly irrational players who cooperate? There has been a great deal of effort in the game-theoretic 
literature to construct  models of prisoner's dilemma where rational players can cooperate (see [KMRW82] 
for one of the best-known examples). 

More recently, there has been intense scrutiny of the assumption of common knowledge of rationality. 
Indeed, it has argued variously (a) that, cornrnon knowledge of rationality is an inconsistent assumption 
[Bic89, Ren92], (b) that  it is consistent and it indeed implies the backwards induction solution [Aura93], 
and (c) that,  while consistent, it does not necessarily imply the backwards induction solution [Ben92, 
Sta92]. While a comparison of these arguments is beyond the scope of this paper, we note that  the 
subtleties typically arise when knowledge is treated as "believed to hold with probability 1" (as is often 
the case in the game theory literature). Under this definition, it is not clear how a player should update  
her beliefs if the other player cooperates on the first move. The problem is that if we take the standard 
Bayesian approach of conditioning, then we are conditioning on a measure 0 event. 

As we mentioned above, if we use our definition of belief, we avoid the problem of conditioning on 
measure 0 events. As we now show, under our definitions, while initial common belief of rationality 
is consistent with the backwards induction argument,  it does not imply it. On the other hand, if we 
assume perfect recall (so that  the players do not forget what they have seen), then common knowledge 
of rationality does imply the backwards induction argument (using our definition of knowledge as t ru th  
in all accessible worlds). Thus, the distinction between knowledge and belief in our framework plays a 
crucial role here. 

We construct a system that  distinguishes the knowledge and belief of the players during the game. 
This construction is similar in spirit to Ben-Porath's and Stalnaker's models [Ben92, Sta92]. We assume 
two players are playing rt iterations of prisoners dilemma. We model this game as a a two agent system, 
where each player is an agent. Recall that  a strategy for player i is a function that  returns a move given 
a sequence of moves (intuitively the ones that  have been made up to that  time). Since the moves in our 
case are cooperate and defect, we can view a strategy as a function from a string of c's and d's to {c, d}. 
(We allow the empty  string as an argument; this represents the initial move.) Each player has a type 
that determines the strategy played by the player and a ranking over the opponent 's  types. This ranking 
describes the player's prior beliefs about his opponent. Formally, we consider a set T of types. With  
each t E T we associate a strategy st and a ranking ~_t over T. We assume that  a player's type does not 
change throughout  a run; let type(r, i) denote player i's type in run r. An player's local state at time rn 
contains the player's type and the moves taken up to time rn. This means that  players know their own 
type and have perfect recall of the game. The set 7¢ of runs consists of all the runs where both players 
observe the same history and act according to their strategies. We define P(r, rn, i) according to player 
i's type: (r', rn) ~(r,m,i) (r",rn) if type(r',j) ~tyv4r,i) type(r",j), where j is i's opponent.  It is easy to 
verify that  this system satisfies PRIOR,  REF and SDP. 

Let S be the set of possible strategies in the game, and for each s E $ let the proposition Pi,s denote 
that player i plays strategy s. Using these propositions we can analyze the player's beliefs about the 
opponent 's strategy. Let Si(r, rn) denote the set of strategies player i believes her opponent  may be using. 
Formally, Si(r, rn) = {s E S : (r, m) ~ ~Bi-Pj,s}, where j is i's opponent.  These beliefs change from 
step to step: If the opponent 's  move at step rn is consistent with i's beliefs (i.e., if there are strategies 
in 8i(r, rn) consistent with the observed move), then $i(r, rn + 1) is just the subset of St(r, rn) consisting 
of all the strategies consistent with the observed move. If the opponent 's  move is inconsistent with i 's 
beliefs, then Si(r, rn + 1) is determined by i's prior ranking, but  there is no necessary connection between 
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$i(r, m)  and  ,Si(r, m + 1). Intuitively, if the opponent ' s  move is inconsistent  wi th  i 's beliefs, then  i is 
surprised; this case essentially corresponds to the occurrence of an event of measure  0. 

Now we can define rationality. Of course, we expect  tha t  a rat ional  player would not use a s t ra tegy 
that  is domina ted  by another  one, assuming that  the other  player is using a s t ra tegy in S ( r ,  0). However, 
this condit ion is not sufficient, since the player's beliefs may change dur ing  the  game and a s t ra tegy tha t  
was not domina ted  initially might be dominated  at t ime m with  respect  to the player 's  beliefs at m. We 
expect a rat ional  player to always use a rational strategy. This  motivates  the  following definition: If  x 
is a string of moves and s is a strategy, then s z is the  s t ra tegy such tha t  s z ( y )  = s ( x y )  (where x y  is 
the concatenat ion of the moves in x and y). Let@~gbe the sequence of moves tha t  have been per formed  
by player j up  to the  point  ( r , m )  and let t be t ype ( r , i ) .  We say tha t  player i is locally rat ional  at the  

.~ point (r, m) if s~ j is not domina ted  by any strategy when  played against  strategies s z' for s C $i(r ,  m);  
xj 

i.e., there is no strategy tha t  has at least as good a payoff as s t when played against  s x~ for each 
xj 

...... ~ s E $ i ( r , m ) ,  and does bet ter  tha t  s t when played against at least one s t ra tegy s z; for s C $ i (r ,  rn). We 
say tha t  player i is rat ional  at (r, rn) if player i is locally rational at (r ' ,  m' )  for all m '  _> m and for all r '  
such tha t  r ( m ) ~ i  r ' ( m )  .11 

We now show tha t  there are runs,  such tha t  bo th  players cooperate  until  the last k + 2 rounds  and a 
common belief that  both  players are rat ional  holds th roughou t  the run,  where k is the  min imal  na tura l  
number  such tha t  k ( u l  (c, c) - u l  (d, d)) > Ul (d, c) + u l  (c, d) - 2ul  (d, d). In part icular ,  for appropr ia te  
choices of utilities, there are runs such tha t  bo th  players cooperate  in all bu t  the  last two rounds  and 
there is a common  belief tha t  bo th  players are rat ional  t h roughou t  the  run.  

We start  by defining three families of strategies s~, where h E {1, 2, 3} and  I < n. In these definitions, 
x and y represent (possible empty)  strings of moves; c k is the str ing composed  of k c's, and Ixl is the  
l eng th  of the string x. 

8 (x) = { c 
d 

8hx) = { c 
d 

= d 

i f x  = d and either 0 < j < m i n ( l , n -  k -  2) or l < j < n -  1, or 
i f x  = c Jdd  ', 0 < j < m i n ( l , n -  k -  2), and  Ix] < n -  2 
otherwise 

if x = c J and 0 _<j < m i n ( l , n -  k -  2) or 

if x = cJdc j ' ,  0 < j < r a i n ( / , n -  k -  2), and  Ix I < n -  2 
otherwise 

i f x = y d  a n d ] y l _ < l  
otherwise 

Let t~ be types whose associated s t rategy is slh; in the  case tha t  h is 1 or 2, we define the  ordering 
-~t~ below in such a way as to make a player of type t~ h rational.  We do not bo ther  to  define the  ordering 
for tl 3 since it is not rational. The beginning of the  ordering for t~ is 

• • • / + 1  - • • 

The beginning of the ordering for t~ is the same, except tha t  it does not  include the  type tt3+l: 

<q. . .  t _l <q. . .  

l lThis definition is similar to Stalnaker's definition [Sta92], but has the advantage that  it can be represented in our 
language without introducing counterfactuals. Indeed, it is straightforward (although tedious) to write a formula rational; 
in £KPT such that  (Z, r, m) ~ rational~ if player i is rational at the point (r, m) in the interpreted plausibility system I .  
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Thus, if player 1 is of type t~ then he starts out believing that player 2 is of type t~. If player 2's ! 
move is c, then player 1 is surprised. He revises his beliefs so that  he now believes that player 2 i: 
type tl.  If he sees another c, he is again surprised, and now believes her type is t~, and so on. The initial 
part of the ordering explains how revision works if a sequence of moves of the form cJd k is seen. It does 
not explain what  happens if a different sequence is seen. The rest of the ordering (which we describe in 
the full paper) ensures that  if player 1 observed a sequence that  does not correspond to any type in the 
beginning of the ordering (as defined above), then player 1 believes that  player 2 will play d for the rest 
of the run. In the full paper, we show that  the types tt h are indeed rational for h = 1, 2. 

1 then they will cooperate for It is easy to see that  if r is a run where both players are of type in_k_2, 
the first n - k - 2 rounds, and defect for the last k + 2 rounds. Moreover, we can show that the players 
share a common belief that  they are rational throughout the run. After m rounds where rn < n - k - 2, 
both believe that  the other is of type tim. Since a player of type t~n believes that  the other player is of 
type t2m, and a player of type t2m believes that  the other is also of type t2m, at this point common belief 
of rationality holds. After m rounds where n - k - 2 _< rn <_ n both players believe that the other is of 

2 type t 2 Since a player of type t2n_k_2 be l ieves  that  the other is also of type tn_k_2, we again have 
n - k - 2 "  

common belief of rationality. Thus, in all rounds a common belief of rationality holds. 

We note that  the only incentive for player 1 to cooperate in this example is the belief that it will 
surprise player 2, leading her to believe that  he irrational. More precisely, at time m < 1 player 1 of type 
t~ believes that  player 2 is of type t~  and that  after he will cooperate she will believe him to be of type 
t 3 Thus, cooperation is maintained because both players surprise each other at every round. | 
re+l"  

5 C o n c l u s i o n  

What have we gained by using this formal framework? And how natural is it? 

The framework, as presented, give Us an expressive modeling tool, enabling us to capture many 
interesting situations in a natural  way. The reader might wonder whether the framework is too expressive 
for the purposes of belief change. For example, do we really need  a different plausibility space for each 
agent at each point? As we show in [FH93a], in order to capture the notion of belief revision [AGM85] in 
the most natural  way, we do, precisely because the AGM theory puts so few constraints o n  how beliefs 
can be revised. On the other hand, it is clear that  in many applications there are reasonable constraints 
on the plausibility spaces. In this paper, we focused on one possible constraint that  captures a natural 
class of belief change situations: prior plausibilities. We are currently exploring other constraints that 
lead to different notions of belief change. We believe that  one of the advantages of our approach is that  
it gives us the tools both  to model and to analyze reasonable constraints. As the examples given above 
show, this in tu rn  gives us the ability to capture scenarios of belief change in a natural way. 
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A A x i o m a t i z i n g  knowledge and p l a u s i b i l i t y  

We now describe a sound and complete axiomatization for the logic of knowledge and conditionals. The 
completeness proofs combine techniques used in epistemic logic [HM92] and conditional logics [Bur81, 

FH93b] are much in the spirit of those in [FH88], so we omit details here. 
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As in the case of probability [FH88], the axiom system can be modularized into components: propo- 
sitional reasoning, reasoning about knowledge and reasoning about conditionals. The component for 
propositional reasoning consists of K1 and RK1 (from Section 2.4); the component for reasoning about 
knowledge consists of K2-K5 and RK2. The component for reasoning about conditionals consists of the 
following axioms and rule of inference, taken from [Bur81]: 

C1. ~--+i 

c2.  ((~-~, ¢:) A ( ~ ,  ¢~)) ~ ( ~  (¢: A ¢2)) 
c3.  ( ~ i  (¢1 A ¢2)) ~ ( ~ i ¢ : )  

64.  ((till----I- i ¢) A (~1-+i ~2)) ~ (~1 A ~2""'~i ~)) 

RC1. From ~1 ~ P2 and ¢ infer ¢~ the result of replacing ~: by ~2 in ¢ (replacement of equivalent 
subformulas) 

Let AX consist of K1-K5, C1-C5, RK1,RK2, and RC1. 

T h e o r e m  A. I :  A X  is a sound and complete axiomatization for t~ K P  with respect to .Ad. 

We now capture the conditions described above axiomatically. CONS, NORM, REF, SDP, UNIF and 
RANK correspond to the following axioms, respectively: 

A1. Ki~  ~ (-~'-+i false) 

A2. -~ (true--+i false) 

A3. ( (fl-+ i false) =-~ - ~  

A4. (cfl---+i ~b) ~ Ki(qa---+i ¢) 

A5. [ ( ~ i  ¢) ~ (-~(~--+i ¢)~ifalse)] n [ - ~ ( ~ i  ¢) ~ ((~--+i ¢)-~ifalse)] 
A6. ((~: V ~2)--+~-~2) ~ ( ( ~  V ¢ ) ~ i - ~ 2 )  V ((~: V ¢ ) ~ - ~ ¢ )  

We show that adding the appropriate axioms to AX gives a sound and complete axiomatization of 
the logic with respect to the class of structures satisfying the corresponding conditions. 

T h e o r e m  A.2: Let C be a subset of { CONS, NORM, REF, SDP, UNIF, R A N K  } and let A be the 
corresponding subset of{  A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 }. Then AXUA is a sound and complete axiomatization 
with respect to the structures in .It4 satisfying C. 

We now consider the complexity of the validity problem. Our results are based on a combination of 
results for complexity of epistemic logics [HM92] and conditional logics [FH93b]. Again, the technical 
details are much in the spirit of those in [FH88]. We presume that the reader is familiar with standard 
complexity-theoretic notions such as NP, co-NP, polynomial space, and exponential time (see [HU79] for 
details). 

T h e o r e m  A.3: Let C be a subset of { CONS, NORM, REF, SDP, UNIF, R A N K  }. If  CONS C C, but 
it is not the case that UNIF or SDP is in C, then the validity problem with respect to structures satisfying 
C is complete for exponential time. Otherwise, the validity problem is complete for polynomial space. 

If we restrict attention to the case of one agent and structures satisfying CONS and either UNIF or 
SDP, then we can do better. 

T h e o r e m  A.4: Let C be a subset of { CONS, NORM, REF, SDP, UNIF, R A N K  } containing CONS 
and either UNIF or SDP. For the case of one agent, the validity problem is co-NP-complete. 
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B R a n k e d  p l a u s i b i l i t y  s p a c e s  a n d  n o n s t a n d a r d  a p p r o a c h e s  t o  p r o b a b i l i t y  

We want to relate tile conditional S - + T  to the conditional probability Pr(TIS ) = 1. This is impossible 
to do in standard probability theory since it does not handle conditioning on measure 0 events. In this 
appendix, we show how ranked plausibility spaces can be related to a number of probabilistic approaches 
to dealing with the problem of conditioning on events of measure 0, including nonstandard probability 
functions that can assign infinitesimal values [LM92], Popper functions [Fra76], and the lexicographic 
probability approach of Blume, Brandenburger, and Dekel [BBD91]. 

Popper functions take the notion of a conditional probability as primitive. Formally, a Popper function 
takes two arguments and returns a value in [0, 1], in a way that satisfies a number of axioms described 
below. Intuitively, if f is a Popper function, then we think of f (A ,  B) as the conditional probability 
Pr(AIB ). To emphasize this intuition, we actually use the latter notation when talking about Popper 
functions. As we would expect, if we fix the context B then PrB(A) = Pr(A]B) satisfies the usual 
properties of absolute probabilities (i.e., Kolmogorov axioms). Formally, a Popper function satisfies the 
following axioms [Fra76]: 

P l .  0 < Pr(AIB) < Pr(BIB) = 1 

P2. If Pr(BIB) ¢ 1 then P r ( - I B  ) is a probability function 

P3. Pr(A V/BIG ) = Pr(AIC ) Pr(BIC C'l A) 

These conditions match our intuitions about conditional probabilities, except that it is possible to con- 
dition on an event which as a prior probability of 0. There are some events that cannot be conditioned 
on (such as tile empty set). These are called abnormal events and are exactly those where Pr(/)IB ) = 1. 
A normal Popper function is one for which the empty set is the only abnormal event. 

It is not hard to prove the following connection between ranked plausibility spaces and Popper 
functions: 

T h e o r e m  B . I :  Let P = (f~, ~) be a ranked plausibility space, such that f~ is countable. Then, there 
is a normal Popper function Prp over 2 ~ such that Prp(TIS  ) = 1 if and only if S----~T holds in P.  
Furthermore, for each normal Popper function Pr over 2 n there is a plausibility space P such that 
Prp = Pr. 

Another possible way to handle conditioning by 0 measure events is to allow infinitesimal probabilities. 
An infinitesimal is larger than 0 but smaller than all positive reals. The idea is to consider an extension 
R.* of the reals that satisfies all the properties of the reals. Then it is possible to define non-standard 
probability as a mapping into [0, 1]*, the extended interval. Probability still satisfies the usual Kolmogorov 
axioms. Lehmann and Magidor [LM92] show the following correspondence: 

T h e o r e m  B.2:  [LM92] For every non-standard pwbability function Pr*, there is a ranked plausibility 
space Ppr* such that S -+T  holds in PPr* if and only if 1 - Pr*(TIS ) is infinitesimal. Furthermore, for 
every ranked plausibility space P with countable domain there is a non-standard probability probability 

function Pr* such that P = PPr*. 

Although Popper functions and non-standard probability functions are essentially equivalent in the 
context of rankings, they differ once we consider more detailed quantitative information. In this case, 
non-standard probability functions are strictly more general than Popper functions. The intuition is that 
Popper functions can be mapped to non-standard probabilities by defining Pr* such that if Pr(AIB ) = 0 
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then Pr*(A D B)/Pr*(B) is infinitesimal. However, there are non-standard probability functions that 
cannot be represented by a Popper function, for example a function P r .  such that, for some primitive 
event A and some context B, Pr*(AIB ) = x + e where x is a positive real number and E is infinitesimal. 

Blume, Brandenburger, and Dekel [BBDgl] consider some related issues from a decision-theoretic 
viewpoint. Savage, in his seminal book [Sav54], gave a number of axioms characterizing preference order- 
ings, and showed that any preference ordering could, in a precise sense, be represented by a probability 
function. In [BBD91], one of Savage's axioms (the so-called Archimedian Axiom) is replaced with a 
weaker axiom AX. It is then shown that the resulting preference order can be represented in terms of 
a lexicographic probability system (LPS). (We omit the details of the definition here.) The key point 
is that, as shown in [BBD91], the representation could have been done equally well using an extended 
probability function. In addition, they also consider a stronger version of AX that is still weaker than 
Savage's Archimedean axiom, and show that the resulting class of preference order can be represented 
in terms of what they call lexicographic conditional probability systems (LCPS). As we show in the full 
paper, these preference orders can be represented by Popper functions. 
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